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About Us

Who are you?

Mary Waters

Brian Gordon



Finish this sentence
If you wanted to create an education environment that was 
directly opposed to what the brain was good at doing, you 

probably would design something like a ......... 
- John Medina



Quality, Brain Friendly, Instructional Delivery
Some Terms We Will Use and Concepts to keep in Mind

Blooms and Quadrant D Learning

Where does our most important test fall on here?



Daggett’s Quadrant D is “Creating”



Employer Complaints

You make the list.........



How do our Math
teachers do at creating high

level assessments?

This begs the question:



Apparently, they need some help.



Please Read This
The information contained addresses

the skills actually needed

Remarkably, the actual skills
needed are disconnected from
education policy and practice 

http://www.ncee.org/college-and-work-ready/

http://www.ncee.org/college-and-work-ready/
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What would industry do with this guy?

From the Book: F In Exams by Richard Benson

He might just the guy they are looking for!



Operations Practice Test Question 
from a Fortune 200 Company

Where, if anywhere, do we find this in our schools?

K-12.MP.4 - Model with Math - Usually Associated with things Beyond College Ready
Honestly you would be hard pressed to find a Math “Content” Standard which looks at this

ELA CC.11-12.R.ST.7  (Reading in Science and Tech)



CTE provides authentic assessment
Which is more meaningful?



National Assessment of Educational Progress



Bringing it Back to Illinois
Illinois math scores are 

as stagnant as the 
NAEP



Authentic Assessment Samples

Following are some examples of PD samples and teacher 
generated assessments in the TREES region...









One Car Insurance Cost Factor



Common Core Math, Reading, 
and CTE is embedded!

Searchable Math and ELA standards are available on the TREES web site



Where does interpreting data and determining which chart to use fall 
in the common core and PARCC era?



Critical Thinking.... with a great deal of content to tie in.



Another Sample
k



Another Resource
NRCCTE.ORG





Questions?

Please complete and return evaluation

Mary Waters - mary@watersedgeconsulting.net

Brian Gordon - brian.gordon@jjc.edu

Please explore - cteintrees.wix.com/trees 

This presentation (within a day or two) and a host of 
other helpful resources can be found there
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